


Though plenty of studies have spanned Serapis and his

cult in detail and depth owing to the significant role he

played in the mythology and the art of the Graeco - Roman

world, the scope of the research is still ample and apt to

discussion .

Among the vast and diverse representations of Serapis

a few examples have attracted my attention to a certain

connection with the Mithraic circle. This connection is

difinitely demonstrated by two figures.

The first (fig. 1) is a statue of the god depicted in an

irregular form. He had been described as Jupiter - Sol:

Serapis. (1) The god is represented bearded and wearing the

calathos on his head from which six rays are protruding. He

is bare - footed and clad in a long mantle . A snake encircles

his body in six coils with the signs of the zodiac appearing

between them. His left hand holds the tail of the snake and

his right one is covered under the garment .

The second monument (fig. 2) is a relief depicting the



bulls nostrils. The mouth of the bull is open and his tongue

projects suspending from the right comer. The body of the

bull is encircled by a decorated sacrificial band and his tail

is raised . The god is stabbing the bull with a dagger in his

right hand . He kneels with his left leg on the bull . The

violent movement of the god is best illustrated through his

flying mantle . Three of the attributes of Mithra are shown

beside the bull, the dog, the snake and the scorpion . The

dog licks the blood of the bull and the scorpion catches his

genitals with its pincers . To the left Cautopates is standing

with his torch lowered . Between Cautopates and the raised

tail of the bull is a tree with a scorpion. To the right Cautes

is standing with his torch pointing upwards and there is a

tree with a skull of a bull in front of him. The

aforementioned representation is surmounted by a curved

brim symbolizing the sky with the seven figures of the

planets. In the left extreme Sol appears with the raven and in

the .other extreme appears Luna. The central figure of

Serapis is depicted in a frontal pose while the other six

figures are depicted in a profile pose looking inwards. The

lower brim is bearing reclining figures to the left and the

in the centr
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form has been of rare occurrence. As far as I know, there is

another similar example which is lost.

an example with which this statue is identical, Aion
"'"0 •..•.'."'''' a with (5)

are lost. The statue thought to have been

are

1. e.

on

who of

some Mithraic Aion

Chronos or Mithraic (6) He In

various forms which signifies his traits. He IS usually

represented as a beardless youth, sometimes winged,

accompanied by a serpent and often by the zodiacal circle

and the seasons. Occasionally he has the cornucopia as

'bute be s rmounted by the ph (10) n



So his images reflect the multiplicity of his conceptions

which he symbolized from the Hellenistic period until the

end of antiquity. His onginal concept was "the life" which

evolved to become the boundless life and eternity ". He

was considered as the great cosmic deity and the eternal

spirit of the world in contrast to Chronos the relative and

actual time.

From of the and beginning of

Emnire Aion was conceived and depicted as the governer of

the world and the creator of the natural phenomena. From

Augustus Philip the god and his Latin equivalents

Saeculum and Aeternitas occupied a very important place in

the imperial propaganda and religion. (14)

His representations in the second century A.D. as a

youth accompanied by the zodiac, the seasons or the

phoenix stressed the idea of the universality of the empire

and expressed the eternal time which was renovated

periodically and so announced the return of the Golden Age,

an idea originated in Alexandria.

When Aion came to be associated with the Mithraic

to some changes. fea

to hi

a snake or holding a key. (

d and sovereignity and hence he

became a cosmocrator. (17)



In respect of the second monument (fig. 2), the bull -

slaying or the tauroctonia is one of the commonest and most

important figures of Mithra.

Mithra was originally an Indo - Iranian deity who

symbolized truth, justice, light and fertility. When his cult

had been transplanted to the Graeco - Roman world, it

ceased to be fully Persian in essence and lost much of its

originality. Nevertheless, it retained some aspects of the

Persian and Chaldean astrology. In the first century B.C.

Mithra was venerated in Commagene as a sun god and

assimilated to Helios. (18)

From the end of the first century A.D. his cult spread

throughout the Roman Empire and became one of the

principal mystery religions. (19) The deluge of slaves,

merchants and soldiers in addition to the ease of

transportation increased the mingling of various races and

ethnic elements and resulted in the dissemination of

Mithraism. Mithra became a creator and a savoir of the

world and the Roman people. He was the generator of light

and the master of the universe. (21)



part, have astronomical significance. The two genii flanking

the bull - slaying i. e. Cautes and Cautopates have a clear

allegoric value. Cautes, with the raised torch, is the

personification of the morning sun or the vernal equinox

and ipso facto fecundity. Cautopates, with the lowered

torch, is the personification of the setting sun or the autumn

equinox and ipso facto sterility. (23)

The seven figures that appear in the vaulted ceiling

which symbolizes the sky are the seven planets : Mercury,

Venus, Mars, Jupiter (Serapis), Luna, Sol and Saturn who

are shown hear in a different order. The number seven has a

mystical significance in the mysteries of Mithra. In the

Mithraeum of Felicissimus the seven grades which the

prosolyte must pass in his initiation to the mysteries are

connected with the seven planets in the next ascending order

: Corax (the Raven), Cryphius (the Occult), Miles (the

Soldier), Leo (the Lion), Perses (the Persian), Heliodromus

(the Courier of the Sun) and Pater (the Father). In other

examples the seven planets are sometimes replaced by seven

stars, seven burning alters, seven daggers planted in the

d or less frequently seven Phrygian hoods. To the

the butes
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identical with that of Aion who is a member of the Mithraic

pantheon and whose monuments were largely found in the

scattered the Roman world, It is not surprising

in my view - to find Serapis in such form and attitude

because identification with Aion has been attested by the

archaeological evidence. several monuments image of

inscription

some
(26)

or

was a

nature, his assimilation

a

Aion and his

were was

and recommended by identification with other

inside outside Egypt course of

universality, it was not extraordinary for him to be identified

gods comprehensive

nature like Jupiter (28) and to indigenous gods of the Roman

provinces like Moritasgus of 6allia. (29)

The cult of Serapis spread throughout the world.

Minuc1us Felix from the second-third century A,D. pointed
. (31)out that tha Romans had embraced the cult of Serapls. .

of the f Hadrian comprise

o Serapis. (32) In

rveri he bacame a protector of the R 'ors and a

of the prosperity of the empire and the victory of

for he had been already Jupiter-Serapis.



A considerable number of the monuments of Serapis

were unearthed in the various provinces of the Roman

Empire. (34) Several of his statues that came from

provenances outside Egypt had been found within Mithraea

situated in London (England), Merida (36) (Spain), Ostia

(37) and Rome (38) ( Italy). Many others were found in the

vicinity In Haddern-heim

Lambasis (40) ( Ostia

second example ( fig. 2 ), This evidence is a

great and points out to a

between Serapis Mithra .

The incorporation of Serapis into the Mithraic

pantheon might be attributed to a common factor which led

to This factor is the practice of mystical

rituals. We have no evidence that the cult of Serapis

included traditions in the Ptolemaic period. (42) The

papyri of the Roman period have provided us with

references to some rites. Ceremonial meals were held in the

honour of Serapis and Isis. (43) An oath formula was taken

by the recruits of the mysteries of Serapis. (44)

It seems that a fusion of the two mystery cults together

e sometime in the d. But while the

occult practices of Serapis latively late,

the mysteries of Mithra were ady well established a long

time ore that. re his cult had exercised

in uence on the esoteric cults of the Hell man



periods. (45) Nevertheless, seems that Serapis reversed the

situation and made his way into the Mithraic pantheon. The

cults of and had already consolidated their

positions and practised great influences' on the Roman

and the as (46) before the remarkable

diffusion the Mithraic cult with the beginning of

of the period. As a

Mithraic -

a segment

an it

Mithra, about the presence of

indicates of

Mithraism in Egypt before era extremely rare.

An allusion a Mithraeum in Fayyoum came in the papyri .

of the third century B.C. (47) But it is supposed that the cult

was confined to some Iranian groups who represented the

offspring of the .old Persian troops which entered Egypt

during rsian invasion. (48)

From the Roman period, we have more

the Mithraic presence, nevertheless, i s

and can not afford a concrete e on a firm

footing for a wide circulation of the cult in



There are a few unclear and brief allusions to Mithraea

of the Roman period. We have an account of an abandoned

Mithraeum which had delapidated and replaced by a

church at the hand of George of the patriarch

(49) the

the destruction of the pagan temples which occured in

same purpose.

include some

on
of and

magical gems and

sculpture. (51)

(52)
the point

commonly accepted the obscure and foreign names of

to give power to the incantations and

spells. In this regard, the repesentation and name of Mithra

which occurred in the magical gems and papyri were used

for the same effect. (53)

In respect of the other Mithraic monuments, I'm bound

to co nt here on the torso of Mithraic Aion which was

opolis of . in the inct of the

. This torso gave some scholars the impression

e precinct of the Serapeum contained a Mithraic
(54)



The torso of Aion can not be taken safely as a

conclusive evidence for the presence of a Mithraeum

incorporated into the Serapeum area, It is an individual

Mithraic monument which does not necessarily mean that

there had been a Mithraeum where it was discovered.

The significance of its presence in the site can be

explained in the light of the existence of several other

monuments which belong to different ages of the

Pharaonic period which were moved to the spot from other

places for some reason or another. It is probable that the

image of Aion was transported to the Serapeum when the

Mithraeum faced the danger of destruction during the

compaigns of George of Cappadocia or Theophilus.

Regarding the suggestion of Rowe(56) that the

subterranean passages in the vicinty of the Serapeum acteci

as a Mithraic grotto, think that this is a remote assumption

which stands on no solid basis. These passages do not

possess the essential elements of the Mithraic .grotto

whether natural or artIficial. First, there must be a source of

water to supply the grotto permanantly because of· its

importance to the rites of purification in Mithraic liturgy.

gr



opmion.

The temple of Mithra might have been somewhere near

the area of the Serapeum, for we know that the only temples

that existed in the precincts of the Serapeum were confined

to the members of the triad. (58) Mithra had never been

connected with the members of the triad whether in group or

jugate fgures in the artistic works nor had he occurred in the

literary sources associated with them. Therefore, there is no

reason for Mithra to have a temple in this particular area.

As a sun god, Mithra had never attained a foothold

parallel to that of the Egyptian sun deities who were

powerful enough to prevent him from gaining a

considerable approach throughout Egypt, in Alexandria or

the chora. He could not even penetrate the local cults of the

country and the role he played remained very limited.

Serapis was evidently a deity who possessed a

universal and pantheistic nature. On the basis of the

archaeological evidence, he was identified with Mithraic

Aion (fig. 1) and associated with Mithra (fig. 2). Besides,



assumed in the Roman period might cause a certain fusion

between his cult and the cult of Mithra. Since the cult of

Serapis had already been consolidated and favoured even by

the emperors, it is probable that the association of the two

deities brought the devotees of Serapis to Mithraic

religion and so took part in its extention. On the other hand,

the stronghold Serapis, Mithraism was

indigenous cults.
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